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Abstract: Monolithically integrated dense WDM photonic net4or5 topologies optimi7ed for loss
and po4er footprint of optical components can achieve up to 4x better energy-efficiency and
throughput than electrical interconnects in core-to-core, and 10x in core-to-DBCM net4or5s.
!E00F Optical Society of Cmerica

OCIS codes: IE00.4JK0L Optical interconnectsM IEK0.K300L Ohotonic integrated circuitsM

1. Introduction
Phis paper presents a revie4 of recent advances Q1,ER in building high-throughput, energy-efficient photonic
net4or5s for core-to-core and core-to-DBCM communication in manycore processor systems. Po sustain the
performance scaling in these systems, the increase in core count has to be follo4ed by the corresponding increase in
energy-efficiency of the core, the interconnect, and band4idth density Q3,4R. Due to pin-density, 4ire-band4idth and
po4er dissipation limits, electrical DBCM interfaces are not expected to supply sufficient band4idth 4ith
reasonable po4er consumption and pac5aging cost, and similar issues also limit energy-efficiency and band4idth
density of global on-chip 4ires. With potential for energy-efficient modulation/detection and dense 4avelength
division multiplexing IDWML, silicon-photonic interconnect technology is 4ell suited to alleviate the bottlenec5,
ho4ever its application has to be carefully tailored to both the underlying process technology and the desired
net4or5 topology.
2. Monolithic CMOS photonic network design
Becently developed infrastructure for photonic chip design and post-fabrication processing methodology QK,JR
enabled for the first time monolithic integration of polysilicon and silicon-based photonic devices in a standard bul5
CMOS and thin UOV SOI fabrication flo4s commonly used for processors. Uased on this technology and the tight
interaction bet4een design of photonic interconnect components I4aveguides, ring-resonators, modulators, photodetectors, 4aveguide crossingsL and net4or5 topology, in Q1R 4e have proposed an efficient hybrid electro-optical
core-to-DBCM shared memory net4or5 Ilocal mesh global s4itch X YMGSL sho4n in [ig. 1, 4hich provides a near
ten-fold improvement in throughput compared to optimi7ed electrical net4or5s pro\ected to EE nm process node and
a EKJ core processor. Po provide a balance bet4een the band4idth and latency/lin5 utili7ation, the traffic from
several tiles is aggregated via local electrical mesh into a point-to-point dense WDM interconnect 4ith 4avelength
addressing to a part of a DBCM space. ]xternal buffer chip receives the optical signals and arbitrates re^uests from
several core groups to the same DBCM module. Phis relatively simple interconnect results in significantly reduced
number of optical components in the net4or5 compared to, for example, high-radix optical crossbar Q_R, minimi7ing
the thermal tuning costs as 4ell as losses along the optical path. Po relax the loss specifications on integrated
photonic devices 4ithin a re^uired optical po4er envelope, [ig. 3a, the physical layout of the net4or5 follo4s a `shape. Ualancing the mesh band4idth 4ith degree of tile aggregation and optical band4idth enables efficient
utili7ation of ra4 energy-efficiency advantage of photonic over electrical interconnect Iboth across die and die-todieL, as sho4n in [ig. 4. Similar methodology 4as used to optimi7e the core-to-core net4or5 to provide a more
uniform access for a variety of traffic patterns, by utili7ing dense, energy-efficient photonic interconnects to reali7e
other4ise expensive non-bloc5ing Clos net4or5, [ig. E. Cgain, aggregation is used to decrease the radix of the
net4or5 and balance the electrical and optical po4er of the net4or5. Phe Clos photonic layout also follo4s the `shape to relax the photonic device loss re^uirements, [ig. 3b. Phe Clos achieves significantly better latency and
throughput uniformity compared to a concentrated mesh net4or5, [ig. K, across a variety of traffic patterns.
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Fig. 1. Photonic network template for core-to-DRAM communication: LMGS network, 64 tiles (4 cores per tile), 64
waveguides (for tile throughput = 128 b/cyc), 256 modulators per group, 256 ring filters per group, total rings > 16K with
0.32W on thermal tuning

Fig. 2. Photonic network template for core-to-core communication: Clos Network, 64 tiles, 56 waveguides (for tile throughput
= 128 b/cyc), 128 modulators per cluster, 128 ring filters per cluster, total rings " 28K with 0.56W on thermal tuning
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Fig. 3. Optical power requirement contours for: (a) core-to-DRAM LMGS network in Fig. 1, (b) core-to-core Clos network in Fig. 2,
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Fig. 4. Power and performance for various LMGS network configurations assuming (a) electrical interconnect with grouping, (b)
electrical interconnect with grouping and overprovisioning and (c) photonic interconnect with grouping and overprovisioning. Link
widths chosen such that network does not exceed power budget of 20 W.
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Fig. 5. Power and performance comparison of (a) electrical cmeshX2 (128b channel width) (b) electrical Clos and photonic Clos with
64b channel width and (c) electrical and photonic Clos with channel width of 128b

